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FIRST A SHORT EXPLANATION ABOUT  

THE GOODFIELD METHOD™ 

FOLLOWING KAMALA DEVI HARRIS 

GOODFIELD PERSONALITY TYPE 

AND DISCUSSION



The Goodfield Method™
In its simplest form, The Goodfield Method™ teaches us how the unconscious 
mind can be seen and understood on all levels of human experience.  
 
Unconscious messages from the body can, in fact, be seen through the 
uncontrollable Non-Verbal Leak™ (NVL), which manifest in a person's facial 
expressions or mannerisms. Because this "leak" comes from the unconscious, 
there is absolutely no way an individual can control, modify or prevent its 
appearance. Accordingly, these signs are consistent, repeatable, and predictable.  
 
Whether in the boardroom or through personal interacYons, our lives are 
profoundly influenced by the unconscious messages we send through our 
nonverbal behaviors. The Goodfield Method™ explains: 
• How to recognize the Non-Verbal Leak™, 
• How to analyze the meaning and significance of the Leak, and 
• The appropriate acYons to take regarding this informaYon. 

  



Basic AssumpYons 

• All behavior is moYvated 

• Change is possible 

• All people have an unconscious 

• The unconscious can be seen

The Goodfield Method™



The Non-Verbal Leak™ (NVL)

To conduct an analysis, the Non-Verbal Leak™ (NVL) must 
be established 

It is a referenYal message reflecYng the unconscious other 
half of a person’s message



The NVL is a repeYYve, pa_erned movement from the 
shoulders up that reflects unresolved, perceived trauma, 
manifesYng old decisions or strategies from one’s past.  
It is unconscious and visible to others; it is testable 

It is a way of looking at the unconscious strategies that the 
individual presents in his or her total nonverbal behavior

The Non-Verbal Leak™ (NVL) 



Integrity

Reading the NVL of an individual requires the highest 
standards of ethical behavior and integrity of the reader. He or 
she should be aware that the reader is looking deeply into a 
person, which can have enormous consequences for the person 
when it is not properly handled or communicated. This is the 
corner stone of the Goodfield Method™. 

Reading the NVL requires we have a face in front of us. 
Equally we can read the NVL from a sYll-frame, a staYc recorded 
NVL, be it a sYll-frame from a video, a photo or any other kind 
of registraYon. 



Goodfield Personality Matrix FoundaYon

DisYncYons based on observable behavior 
   General personality tendencies   
   Easy of idenYficaYon      
   Unique personality differences 

   There are twelve patented unique Goodfield Personality   
   Types which are based only upon the Non-Verbal Leak™ 
   (NVL) 



But what are the necessary steps to determine the Matrix  

to which a person belongs? 

First and foremost accurately establish the NVL 
Use that data to deduce the statement of the NVL 

For example: eyes that open widely, then the tongue goes in and 
out quickly, eyes close immediately ader that, followed by 
swallowing down

Goodfield Personality Matrix FoundaYon



This testable informaYon is now ready to be compared with the 
twelve patented Goodfield Personality Types 

With a clear understanding of a person’s unique steps in their Non-
Verbal Leak™ and a close comparison with these details presented 
in the twelve Goodfield Personality Types the exact type is known 

Goodfield, US. Patent 2008/0294014 AI.

Goodfield Personality Matrix FoundaYon



Senator Kamela Devi Harris



Kamala Devi Harris (born October 20, 1964) parents arrived in the US 
when they where young. Her mother was born in India and has a PhD 
in biology and her father born in BriYsh Jamaica and has a PhD in 
economics.   
Harris born in Oakland, CA began her career in the Alameda County 
Districts A_orney’s Office, before being recruited to the San Francisco 
District A_orney’s Office and later the City A_orney of San Francisco’s 
office. In 2003, she was elected district a_orney of San Francisco. She 
was elected a_orney general of California in 2010 and re-elected in 
2014. 
Since 2016 she was the first South Asian American and second African 
American women to serve in the US Senate. 
Harris ran for the 2020 DemocraYc presidenYal nominaYon and a_ract 
naYonal a_enYon before ending her campaign. 
She was announced as former vice president Joe Biden’s running mate 
in 2020 elecYon. She is the third female vice presidenYal running mate 
on a major Ycket. 
Wikipedia September 2020



First impressions: 

• Strong leader  

• Relentless fighter  

• Can be ard 

• Focused 

• Opinionated 

• Determined 

• Plays by her rules 

• Intelligent 

• Defiant Senator Kamala Devi Harris 



Judge Barret’s Non-Verbal Leak
  SL1 Shock 

  SL2 Anger 

  SL3 Control by: 
     
         Calculated EmoConal   
         Response (CER)  

         Calculated SeducCve  
         Response (CSR) 

 Defiance 

 DeterminaCon 

 Distrust



Statement of the NVL

I am shocked and want to express my anger. 
Instead I hold it inside unCl I can find the 

correct opportunity to express it fully.



• A powerful person when it comes to facts, data and people  

•  A criYcal player in major risk and decision-making situaYons  

•  A keen observer who gives her opinion ader careful consideraYon 

•  Oden found at the center of conflict where acYon is required 

•  Oden found at center of the controversy when help is required 

•  Knows what is necessary to obtain objecYves 

•  Carefully watches others acYons rather than dominate the group 

•  A very keen observer and insighqul about dynamics of situaYons 

•  When the Yme is ”right,” will not hesitate to speak up 

•  Will noYce quickly those who agree and those who don’t 

•  Can choose to be the center of a_enYon showing power 

•  Has skills and outstanding organizaYonal abiliYes

Goodfield Personality Type CharacterisCcs  
“The Pouncer”



2.3 The Pouncer 

          Discussion of Senator Kamala Devi Harris 
  
Harris is a clear blend of logic and passion. Her life has been 
an ongoing competition within herself between thinking and 
feeling and her need to change the world. Her skill and 
intelligence have become the tools that have driven her 
behavior and drawn attention. She has shaped that desire into 
a service to others using her driving passion and self assured 
logic. Her genuine concern for others needs is something that 
garners trust and faith her words and actions for many. She 
sees herself as a giver in a world full of takers. To some she 
seems overwhelming and her desire to create the world she 
sees into reality has created some excitement. She has 
energized some of the democratic hopefuls looking to change 
the leadership in the White House. 



2.3 The Pouncer 

Discussion of Senator Kamala Devi Harris con’t 
  
Harris has a fine balance between intellectual drive and practical 
motivation. She is open to learning and serving. She is quick and 
highly motivated. Her passion is infectious And is drawing 
attention to her plans to change basic needs in healthcare and 
insurance coverage for all Americans. She is a ball of energy 
hoping to capture the imagination of those desiring change in 
political direction and philosophical position. She is a strong 
contender for the 2020 presidential election. 
Harris is an opinionated person when it comes to her view of 
peoples needs. She knows what is necessary to obtain objectives 
- the presidency. Her logic and ethics drives her political 
motivation. 
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